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ART SOURCE

PG helps to paint a pretty picture of freelance artists, designers, verse writers and photographers’ worlds
in order to promote their talents to publishers and, conversely, make it easier for publishers seeking artists.

ARTIST IN FOCUS

Joy Laforme
I am an American designer based in Hudson Valley,
New Jersey, and my work is inspired by natural themes;
florals, birds, butterflies and whimsical landscapes. I’ve
been a professional designer for six years and my style
is evolving all the time.
I initially studied Computer Science & Graphic
Design and went on to gain a Master of Art in Graphic
& Interactive Design at Savannah College. My favourite
medium is gouache and digital mediums - I love to
design holiday scenes of any kind. I am mostly inspired
by American folk art, but over the years I have blended
this with my love of textural, brushy elements of
embroidery and needle art. I would love to paint a
giant spring or holiday mural of a Christmas scene for a
shop window!

WANT TO BE
FEATURED?

I know it’s important to be able to create
beautiful, intricate work quickly, and creating lots of
new collections has increased the number of
commissions and license requests that I receive. A key
strength is my experience at thinking around an idea
and I really enjoy designing mock-up visuals of
potential ranges.
My work has been featured in Upper Case
magazine, Print & Pattern blog and the Pattern
Observer. For me art is my way of life, it’s what keeps
me moving. I love British trends and styles, and I am
excited to be newly represented by Yellow House Art
Licensing – they have a beautiful spread of artists
that I felt I could fit well into. Just contact Sue or
Jehane at Yellow House if you would like to know
more about my work!
● Email: hello@yellowhouseartlicensing.com

If you are an artist, photographer or verse writer and would like to be considered to appear in Art Source, please
contact PG’s Emma Cain on emmac@max-publishing.co.uk. This is an editorial feature and as such is free of charge.
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